Long-range and head-on beam-beam compensation studies in RHIC with lessons for the LHC


Abstract

Long-range as well as head-on beam-beam effects are expected to limit the LHC performance with design parameters. They are also important consideration for the LHC upgrades. To mitigate long-range effects, current carrying wires parallel to the beam were proposed. Two such wires are installed in RHIC where they allow studying the effect of strong long-range beam-beam effects, as well as the compensation of a single long-range interaction. The tests provide benchmark data for simulations and analytical treatments. Electron lenses were proposed for both RHIC and the LHC to reduce the head-on beam-beam effect. We present the experimental long-range beam-beam program at RHIC and report on head-on compensations studies based on simulations.

INTRODUCTION

Beam-beam effects have limited the performance of previous and existing hadron colliders [1, 2] such as the SpS [3–6], Tevatron [7–9] and RHIC [10,11], and are also expected to limit the performance of the LHC [12–27].

Beam-beam effects can be categorized as either incoherent (dynamic aperture and beam lifetime), PACMAN (bunch-to-bunch variations), or coherent (beam oscillations and instabilities) [21]. These effects can be caused by both head-on and long-range interactions. Head-on effects, leading to tune shifts and spreads, are important in all hadron colliders. Total beam-beam induced tune shifts as large as 0.028 were achieved in the SpS [6] and Tevatron [9].

Long-range effects, however, differ in previous and existing colliders. In the SpS, with both beams in the same pipe and only 3 bunches per beam, there were only a few long-range interactions distributed over the ring circumference, and due to the difference in the bunch intensities, the effect on the antiproton was stronger. In the Tevatron, also with both beams in the same pipe but 36 bunches per beam, there are more long-range interactions, and with the increased intensity of the antiproton bunches, protons can also be affected. In RHIC, where both beams share a pipe only in the interaction regions, there are nominally no long-range beam-beam interactions under store conditions, but long-range interactions have affected the ramp transmission in the past [10]. In the LHC there are 30 long-range beam-beam interactions localized in each of 4 interaction regions [21].

Figure 1: Beam-beam interactions in RHIC and locations of wires and electron lenses. The shown $\beta^*$ values are for the polarized proton design configuration at 250 GeV, which has not been implemented yet.

Figure 2: Lattice, $\beta$-functions, and phase advances in an LHC interaction region. At location $s = 13.433$ km, with approximately equal horizontal and vertical $\beta$-functions, a long-range wire compensator or electron lens could be placed.
The two main LHC luminosity upgrade scenarios are an early beam separation scheme (ES), and a scheme with a large Piwinski angle (LPA) [22]. In the ES scheme [23,24] the number of long-range interactions is greatly reduced but 4 parasitic collisions at 4.5 $\sigma$ remain. In the LPA scheme the small crossing angle will be maintained, and long bunches of intensities up to $4 \times 10^{11}$ protons are used. The LPA scheme would benefit from long-range beam-beam compensation.

The performance limitation imposed by head-on and long-range beam-beam effects may be ameliorated by beam-beam compensation techniques. Because of the amplitude dependence of the beam-beam forces a proper head-on compensation cannot be done with magnets but requires another particle beam. The compensation of head-on beam-beam effects was first tested in the 4-beam $e^+e^-$ collider DCI [28]. The DCI experience however fell short of expectation because of strong coherent effects [29]. Head-on beam-beam compensation was also proposed for the SSC [30,31] and the Tevatron [32]. But with most antiprotons now lost through luminosity producing effects, a compensation of the head-on beam-beam effect would not yield more luminosity [9].

The compensation of long-range effects in the Tevatron was proposed with electron lenses [32], and in the LHC with wires [33]. Electron lenses were also considered for the LHC [34], and the use of wires was also studied for the Tevatron [35]. Implementation of long-range beam-beam compensation in the Tevatron is challenging because the effect is distributed over the whole ring. In the LHC the effect is localized in the interaction regions. A partial long-range beam-beam compensation was successfully implemented in the $e^+e^-$ collider DAΦNE [36]. Beam-beam compensation and related issues were reviewed at a workshop in 2007 [37].

Figure 1 shows the basic layout of the beam-beam interaction and compensation studies in RHIC. At store there are nominally 2 head-on interactions in points 6 and 8 (IP6 and IP8), and no long-range interactions. 3 bunches in the Blue ring are coupled to 3 bunches in the Yellow ring through the head-on beam-beam interaction. For studies 2 DC wires were installed in the Blue and Yellow rings respectively in interaction region 6 (IR6). For head-on beam-beam compensation studies in simulations, electron lenses are assumed in IR10. Tab. 1 shows the main beam parameters for polarized proton operation, both achieved and design. In RHIC the beam-beam effect is strongest in proton operation.

In the LHC locations in warm sections of the interactions are reserved to accommodate long-range beam-beam wire compensators (Fig. 2), or electron lenses. These locations have about equal horizontal and vertical $\beta$-functions.

| Table 1: Main RHIC parameters relevant for beam-beam effects, for polarized protons. |
|---|---|---|
| Quantity | Unit | Achieved | Design |
| Beam energy $E$ | GeV | 100 | 250 |
| Bunch intensity $N_b$ | $10^{11}$ | 1.5 | 2.0 |
| RMS emittance $\epsilon$ | mm rad | 3.3 | 3.3 |
| Beam-beam parameter $\xi/IP$ | | 0.0056 | 0.0074 |
| No of IPs | | 2 | 2 |
| $\beta^*$ at IP6, IP8 | m | 1.0 | 0.5 |
| $(\Delta \psi_x, \Delta \psi_y)_{IP6-IP10}$ | $\pi$ | (19.1, 19.6) |
| $(\Delta \psi_x, \Delta \psi_y)_{IP8-IP10}$ | $\pi$ | (8.4, 10.9) |

**LONG-RANGE BEAM-BEAM COMPENSATION STUDIES IN RHIC**

With the expected strong long-range beam-beam effects in the LHC, and the proposed wire compensation, experimental data and simulations of long-range effects are desirable. Operational and experimental data exist from the SppS and the Tevatron. In the SPS wires were installed to further investigate strong long-range beam-beam interactions, to test the compensation scheme, and to benchmark simulations [26, 38–40].

The wire experiments in RHIC complement these studies. The beam lifetime in RHIC is typical for a collider and better than in the SPS. In addition, and unlike in the SPS, head-on effects can be included, and with properly placed long-range interactions and wires, the compensation of a single long-range interaction is possible.

**Wires in RHIC**

The RHIC wire design is based on experience gained with the SPS units. Design considerations are: the location in the ring, the integrated strength ($IL$), the wire temperature $T$ in operation, the positioning range and accuracy, power supply requirements, controls, and diagnostics [41,42]. The wire parameters are shown in Tab. 2.

Location in the ring. For a successful compensation the phase advance between the long-range interaction and the compensator should be no larger than about 10 degrees [43]. Lattices with $\beta^* \leq 1.0$ m have such small phase advances between the entrance to the DX and the exit of Q3. Thus it is possible to place a wire in the warm region after Q3 to compensate for a long-range beam-beam interaction near the DX magnet (Fig. 3). Since the beam paths must cross horizontally, it is easier to control the distance between the beams in an experiment through vertical separation. To compensate for a vertical long-range interaction near the DX magnet, one wire can be installed in each ring (see Fig. 4). In the Blue ring the wire is installed above the beam axis, in the Yellow ring below the beam axis.

Integrated strength. To compensate a single long-range interaction, the compensator’s integrated strength ($IL$) must be the same as the opposing bunch’s current integrated over its length ($IL = N_b \epsilon \beta$), where $I$ is the cur-
Table 2: Parameters for RHIC wires. The wire material is Cu at 20°C. The nominal wire strength is for a single long-range interaction with a proton bunch intensity of $2 \times 10^{11}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>quantity</th>
<th>unit</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>strength $(IL)$, nominal</td>
<td>A m</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max. strength $(IL)_{max}$</td>
<td>A m</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>length of wire $L$</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radius of wire $r$</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of heat sinks $n$</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electrical resistivity $\rho_e$</td>
<td>$\Omega$ m</td>
<td>1.72x10^{-8}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heat conductivity $\lambda$</td>
<td>W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thermal expansion coeff.</td>
<td>$K^{-1}$</td>
<td>1.68x10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radius of existing pipe $r_p$</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>current $I$, nominal</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max. current in wire $I_{max}$</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>current ripple $\Delta I/I$ (at 50 A)</td>
<td>$10^{-4}$</td>
<td>&lt; 1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electric resistance $R$</td>
<td>$\Omega$</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max. voltage $U_{max}$</td>
<td>mV</td>
<td>55.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max. power $P_{max}$</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max. temp. change $\Delta T_{max}$</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max. length change $\Delta L_{max}$</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vertical position range</td>
<td>mm/$\sigma_y$</td>
<td>65/10.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Location of wires in RHIC and location of long-range beam-beam interaction for compensation.

In the LHC, an integrated strength of 80 A m is required to correct for the 16 long-range interactions on either side of an IR [33]. Such a strength is also expected to lead to enhanced diffusion at amplitudes larger than 6 rms transverse beam sizes [43]. To study the enhanced diffusion in RHIC, the wire is designed for $(IL)_{max} = 125$ A m.

Wire temperature. The wire’s temperature should not exceed 100°C to avoid increased outgassing of the vacuum components. We use $n = 3$ heat sinks cooled with forced air, spaced apart by $L/(n-1)$. The maximum temperature increase in the center between 2 heat sinks is

$$\Delta T_{max} = \frac{1}{8\pi^2} \frac{\rho_e (IL)^2}{\lambda (n-1)^2 r^2},$$

where $\rho_e$ is the electrical resistivity, $\lambda$ the heat conductivity, and $r$ the wire radius. To move the wire compensator close to the beam, its radius should not be much larger than an rms transverse beam size. The calculated temperature change with 3 heat sinks is shown in Tab. 2. Fig. 2 shows a drawing of the end of a wire. Visible are the wire support, the electrical feed-through which is also a heat sink, and a connecting loop allowing for thermal expansion of the wire.

Figure 4: The tow long-range beam-beam wires in the RHIC tunnel during installation.

Power supply requirements. To limit emittance growth, a current ripple of $\Delta I/I < 10^{-4}$ is required [43]. A measurement shows a current ripple of $\Delta I/I < 1.7 \times 10^{-4}$ where the upper limit is given by the noise floor of the current measurement.

Experiments and simulations

Observables in long-range beam-beam experiments are orbits, tunes, beam transfer functions (BTFs), and the beam lifetime. The main parameters that are varied are the strength of the long-range interactions (wire current), the distance between the beam and the wire (or other beam),
the tune and chromaticity.

Long-range experiments were done with 2 proton beams at injection, 2 proton beams at store, gold beams and wires at store, and deuteron beams and wires at store. All measurements are summarized in Tab. 3. No proton beams have been available for store experiments since the wires were installed. The beam-beam parameter of proton beams is about 3 times larger than the beam-beam parameter of heavy ion beams, and experiments including the head-on effect as well as the compensation of a single long-range interaction are best done with protons. These have not yet been carried out.

Table 4: RHIC parameters for long-range experiments with gold beams at store.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>quantity</th>
<th>unit</th>
<th>Blue</th>
<th>Yellow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>beam energy $E$</td>
<td>GeV/n</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rigidity $(Bp)$</td>
<td>T m</td>
<td>831.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of bunches</td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distance IP6 to wire center</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>40.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_z$ at wire location</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1091</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_y$ at wire location</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>1067</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Orbit, tune and chromaticity changes can be calculated as a function of the long-range strength and distance [44], and orbit and tune changes agree with expectations under well controlled experimental circumstances [45, 46]. The beam lifetime, however, is determined through the nonlinear beam-beam effect, and can only be assessed in detailed simulations.

Table 4 shows the main beam parameters for the wire experiments at store with gold beams. Most of the wire experiments were done with gold beams. Fig. 6 shows a typical scan. In this scan the wire current is set first, and then the distance between the wire and the beam is reduced. Then, at close distance, the wire current is decreased, and again increased. During the scan the beam intensity is recorded, and the beam lifetime can be plotted as a function of the distance between wire and beam. One such plot is shown in Fig. 7.

It was speculated that the beam lifetime $\tau$ can be expressed as $\tau = Ad^p$ where $A$ is an amplitude, $d$ the distance between wire and beam, and $p$ an exponent that would typically be in a narrow range. For the SPS $\tau$ had been found to be about 5, and for the Tevatron to be about 3 [47]. In Tab. 3 the fitted exponents are listed for all cases for which a fit was possible. The fitted exponents range from 1.7 to 16, i.e. $p$ is not constrained within a narrow range. 10 of the 13 $p$ values are between 4 and 10. Fig. 8 shows the fitted exponents $p$ as a function of the ion tunes in the upper part, and the proton tunes in the lower part. Ion tunes near the diagonal and away from either horizontal or vertical resonances show smaller exponents $p$. The experiments also showed that the beam lifetime is reduced with increased chromaticity [45].

Another simple measure of assessing the long-range beam-beam effect in experiments is to measure the distance between the beam and wire (or other beam) at which the beam lifetime become smaller than a certain value. We have chosen this value to be 20 h, which would imply a luminosity lifetime of 10 h or less. Tab. 3 shows an amplitude range between 3.5 and 17 $\sigma$. With the limited amount of data no clear correlation can be established between this distance and the fitted coefficient $p$. In 2 cases the distance was found to be as larger or larger than 10 $\sigma$, and most cases fall between 4 and 10 $\sigma$. Operation with less than 5 $\sigma$ separation appears to be difficult [48]. Note that the beam is sometimes used for multiple scans and that a large lifetime drop at large distances is more typical for previously unused beam (Tab. 3).

One important goal of the experiments is to benchmark simulations. In several simulations the onset of large losses

![Figure 6: Long-range beam-beam experiment in RHIC with deuteron beam at store. In the upper plot the total and bunched beam intensity is shown (blue curves, left scale) as well as the calculated beam loss rate (black curve, right scale). The lower plot shows the set point for the wire current (black curve, left scale), the measured current (red curve, left scale), and the wire position above the beam pipe center (blue curve, right scale).](image1)

![Figure 7: Beam lifetime as a function of the wire position (gold beam at injection, wire strength 125 A m) The lifetime $\tau$ is fitted to a function $\tau = Ad^p$.](image2)
nates (experiencing a beam-beam kick from another ion beam at location 1, a proton has the transverse phase space coordinates \( x_0, x'_0 \). Then the proton receives a kick from the other proton beam. The new coordinates are then

\[
x_1 = x_0
\]

\[
x'_1 = x'_0 + \Delta x'_0.
\]

After transport through the linear beam line the coordinates are

\[
x_2 = M_{11} x_1 + M_{12} x'_1
\]

\[
x'_2 = M_{21} x_1 + M_{22} x'_1
\]

with [53]

\[
M_{11} = \sqrt{\frac{\beta_2}{\beta_1}} (\cos \Delta \psi + \alpha_1 \sin \Delta \psi)
\]

\[
M_{12} = \sqrt{\frac{\beta_1 \beta_2}{\beta_1 \beta_2}} \sin \Delta \psi
\]

\[
M_{21} = -\frac{1}{\sqrt{\beta_1 \beta_2}} \sin \Delta \psi + \frac{\alpha_1 - \alpha_2}{\sqrt{\beta_1 \beta_2}} \cos \Delta \psi
\]

\[
M_{22} = \sqrt{\frac{\beta_1}{\beta_2}} (\cos \Delta \psi - \alpha_2 \sin \Delta \psi)
\]

and \( \Delta \psi = \psi_2 - \psi_1 \). In the electron lens the proton receives the kick

\[
\Delta x'_2 = -\frac{2 N_2 r_0}{\gamma x_2} \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{x_2^2}{2 \sigma_2^2} \right) \right]
\]

as a function of the distance between wire and beam was reproduced within about 1 \( \sigma \) [26, 46, 49–51]. One such comparison is shown in Fig. 9.

**HEAD-ON BEAM-BEAM COMPENSATION STUDIES IN RHIC**

If a collision of a proton beam with another proton beam is followed by a collision with an electron beam, the head-on beam-beam effect can in principle be ameliorated.

Figure 10 shows the layout of a head-on compensation. For simplicity we only consider the horizontal plane and beams with a Gaussian transverse distribution. Before experiencing a beam-beam kick from another ion beam at location 1, a proton has the transverse phase space coordinates \( (x_0, x'_0) \). Then the proton receives a kick from the other proton beam [52]

\[
\Delta x'_0 = \frac{2 N_1 r_0}{\gamma x_0} \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{x_0^2}{2 \sigma_1^2} \right) \right]
\]

where \( N_1 \) is the bunch intensity of the other proton beam, \( \gamma \) the relativistic factor of the proton receiving the kick, \( r_0 \) the classical proton radius, and \( \sigma_1 \) the rms beam size of the other proton beam. The new coordinates are then

\[
x_1 = x_0
\]

\[
x'_1 = x'_0 + \Delta x'_0.
\]
where $N_2$ is the effective bunch intensity of the electron lens beam (i.e. the number of electrons the proton passes in the lens), and $\sigma_2$ the rms beam size of the electron lens beam. The coordinates after passing the electron lens are then

$$ x_3 = x_2 \quad (12) $$

$$ x_3' = x_2' + \Delta x_2'. \quad (13) $$

One can now express the final coordinates $(x_3', x_0')$ as a function of the intensities $(N_1, N_2)$ and require for exact compensation that

$$ x_3(N_1, N_2) = x_3(0, 0) \quad \text{and} \quad (14) $$

$$ x_3'(N_1, N_2) = x_3'(0, 0), \quad (15) $$

i.e. the final coordinates are the same with and without beam-beam interaction and compensation. From the condition (14) it follows that $M_{12} = 0$ and therefore $\Delta \psi = k \cdot \pi$, with $k$ being an integer. From the condition (15) it follows that $N_1 = N_2$ and $\sigma_1^2/\sigma_2^2 = \beta_1/\beta_2$.

Therefore, if the following three conditions are met the beam-beam kicks are canceled exactly:

1. The ion and the electron beam produce the same amplitude dependent force by having the same effective charge and profile.
2. The phase advance between the two beam-beam collisions is a multiple of $\pi$ in both transverse planes.
3. There are no nonlinearities between the two collisions.

In practice this cannot be achieved, and the goal of the simulation studies is to find out how far one can deviate from these three condition and still expect a sufficiently large increase in the luminosity to make a practical effort of head-on beam-beam compensation worthwhile. With tolerances established one can then assess if these can be achieved with the technology available.

**Electron lenses in RHIC**

Two electron lenses are currently installed in the Tevatron [54] where they are reliably used as an operational gap cleaner [55]. They were also shown to improve the lifetime of antiproton bunches suffering from PACMAN effects [56]. The experience with the construction and operation of the Tevatron electron lenses provides invaluable input into an assessment of the practicability of head-on beam-beam compensation.

For the RHIC head-on beam-beam compensation studies the electron lenses are assumed to be in IR10 (Fig. 1), at a location that is currently unused. Their parameters (Tab. 5) are assumed to be close to those of the Tevatron electron lenses.
Figure 11: Tune footprints without and with beam-beam interaction (left) as well as with half and full beam-beam compensation (right) [60].

Table 5: Parameters for RHIC electron lenses [57], adapted from the Tevatron electron lenses [54].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>quantity</th>
<th>unit</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>electron kinetic energy $K_e$</td>
<td>keV</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electron speed $\beta_e c$</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.14c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electron transverse rms size</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effective length $L_{elens}$</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full head-on compensation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no of electron in lens $N_e$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$10^{11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electron beam current $I_e$</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Simulation studies

A number of simplifications are used for the simulations so far. First, the electron lenses are exactly at IP10, while 2 lenses for both beams would need to be installed with a few meters offset from the IP. Second, the electron beam of the electron lens is infinitely stiff (see Refs. [58, 59] for a discussion). Third, a lattice for polarized proton operation at 250 GeV is used with $\beta^* = 0.5 \text{ m}$ in IP6 and IP8, and $\beta^* = 10 \text{ m}$ in all other IPs (see Fig. 1 and Tab. 1). The phase advance in the horizontal plane between IP6 and IP10 is close to a multiple of $\pi$, as well as in the vertical plane between IP8 and IP10.

Tune footprints can be compressed with electron lenses (Fig. 11) but this is not sufficient to improve the beam lifetime. At large compensation compensation strength the tune footprints are folded over which typically leads to reduced stability. The folding can be avoided with a partial compensation.

It was also found that, except for particles at small betatron amplitudes, almost all particles are chaotic (Fig. 12, Ref. [62]), and that therefore chaotic borders cannot be used to evaluate head-on beam-beam problems. Dynamic aperture calculations also proved relatively insensitive since they evaluate the stability of motion at large betatron amplitudes, where the beam-beam forces are small.

Other short-term measures calculated were tune diffusion maps (Fig. 13, Ref. [60]), Lyapunov exponent maps (Fig. 14, Ref. [60]), and diffusion coefficients sampled at a number of locations in phase space and fitted with an analytic function (Fig. 15, Ref. [62]). In all these cases we find that the stability of motion is increased at amplitudes below $3 \sigma$ and decreased at amplitudes above $4 \sigma$.

In many-particle simulations over a large number of turns with SixTrack the emittance growth was too noisy to distinguish several cases under study. To distinguish
cases with beam lifetime simulations more than a million turns are necessary, requiring a large amount of CPU time for parameter scans. Beam lifetime simulations are now under way.

The use of electron lenses was also investigated for the head-on beam-beam compensation for the electron beam in the ring-ring version of the electron-ion collider eRHIC [64]. The luminosity of that machine is limited by the beam-beam effect exerted on the electrons. Fig. 16 shows the normalized luminosity as a function of the proton bunch intensity in that machine, calculated in weak-strong simulations. The normalized luminosity is proportional the luminosity for constant electron bunch intensity and collision frequency. With increased proton bunch intensity the luminosity first increases, then decreases again because of the beam-beam effect on the protons that leads to an increase of the core beam size. With half compensation the intensity at which the luminosity decreases can be increased by about a factor 2. An investigation of the transverse tails in the simulation also shows that the proton bunch intensity can be approximately doubled with an electron lens. From these weak-strong simulations we therefore expect about a factor 2 increase in luminosity from the beam-beam compensation.

The RHIC experiments confirmed that a visible effect of long-range beam-beam interactions should be expected, although their effect sensitively depends on a number of beam parameters such as the tune and chromaticity. Fitting the beam lifetime $\tau$ to an exponential function $\tau \propto d^\rho$ as a function of the distance $d$ between the beam and the wire, exponents $\rho$ in the range between 1.7 and 16 were found. The experimentally observed distance from the wire to the beam at which large beam losses set in could be reproduced in simulations within 1 $\sigma$. Distances smaller than 5 $\sigma$ appear to be problematic to maintain good beam lifetime.

Long-range wire experiments with protons, and including the head-on effect, are still outstanding.

In simulations for head-on beam-beam compensation in RHIC, short-term measures such as diffusion maps, Lyapunov exponent maps and action diffusion coefficients all show an increase of the stability for betatron amplitudes below 3 $\sigma$, and a reduction of stability for amplitudes larger than 4 $\sigma$. This is particularly pronounced for full head-on compensation and suggests to use partial compensation only. For full compensation the tune footprints are already folded over at small amplitudes.

In operation there are only few particles beyond 4 $\sigma$, and whether the decreased stability at these amplitudes can be tolerated can be estimated in beam lifetime and emittance growth simulations over up to $10^7$ turns with $10^4$ macro-particles. These simulations should also test the sensitivity to a number of parameters, including the phase advance between the beam-beam interaction and the electron lens, and orbit errors at the electron lens location. The latter was found to be of critical importance in the Tevatron electron lens operation.

Electron lenses were also studied in weak-strong simulations to compensate the head-on beam-beam effect on the electrons in the ring-ring version of the electron-ion
Figure 15: Fitted diffusion coefficient for different bunch intensities and with half and full beam-beam compensation [62].

Figure 16: Normalized luminosity in the eRHIC ring-ring version as a function of the proton bunch intensity without, with half and with full head-on beam-beam compensation [64].

collider eRHIC [64]. From these simulation a luminosity increase of about a factor two is expected from the beam-beam compensation.
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